
„Ovodarium“

In- and outdoor lounger       

Material: 
different types of natural stone

Lying surface: 
ergonomically adapted to the 
respective body shape 

Technology: 
water circulation and heating system 
hidden in the base,
mains power,
connection to central heating possible;

Special Edition

The original Ovodarium - your home at home:
Get the maximum wellness factor for your home 
with this mini spa!

Each piece is made exclusively by hand!

For more information you are welcome to visit our 
homepage:
www.atelier-gyoeri.com/special-edition

Craftsmanship of the highest 
quality

The harmonious interior becomes an 
oasis: the gentle warmth caresses the 

senses and the sound of the resonance 
chamber invigorates the body with 

energy.

Custom-made in size and shape

As a holistic feel-good element, the Ovodarium is individually customized to the wishes and 
needs of its user. The resting trough is ergonomically adapted to the preferred relaxation 
position and the respective body shape. The use of different types of natural stone, in 
particular Travertine, also enables the color customization of the Ovodarium - the range 
of color options is (almost) as large as nature itself. There are also two- or multi-person 
Ovodarien.
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Mobile, autonomous, adaptable

To easily integrate the Ovodarium into the 
individual living situation, it can be realized 
in different high-tech variants. The water 
circulation and heating system is hidden in 
the base, it is operated with normal mains 
electricity and it is completely self-sufficient and 
autonomous in its operation (set up - switch 
on - cuddle). The Ovodarium can also be 
connected to the central heating system.

Like New born

Wellbeing, Regeneration, holistic relaxation 
- what makes an Ovodarium the ideal „feel-
good place“? Hot water circulates inside the 

bowl via a self-sufficient system in the base of 
the sculpture. As in a Tepidarium, it gives the 

stones their soothing warmth. The body is 
warmed up naturally - the slightly increased 

temperature offers gentle regeneration with a 
maximum feel-good factor.

Stable art for individualists

Ovodarium - the fulfillment of one of the oldest human dreams with the means 
of the most modern environmental technology. This fascinating lounger takes 
its name from the word combination „Ovum “ (egg) and „Tepidarium“ with its 
beneficial warming effects. In the Ovodarium, the simple shape of the egg is 
combined with the high-tech supply of heat to create an extraordinary concept 
for reducing environmental stimuli to the here and now in complete security.
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